
Stephanie  Pratt  is  an
Advocate of Serial Dating

Reality star Stephanie Pratt is somewhere in between single
and seeing someone…or seeing more than just one person.  Post-
The Hills and her public breakup with motocross boyfriend Josh
Hansen, Pratt has declared she’d like to explore the world of
dating limbo.  As she told People, “I’m seeing two guys right
now, and it’s actually way more fun than seeing one guy.  I’ve
never done something like this before, but it’s really quite
lovely!”  Pratt claims that the best part of this experience
is that it makes guys more trainable.  “It trains them to ask
for dates a lot earlier in advance,” she said.Is it a good
idea to date more than one person at once?

Cupid’s Advice:

Dating always has its ups and downs.  It can be heartwarming
and heartbreaking at the same time.  Even if you aren’t seeing
multiple  people,  it  is  still  important  to  explore  other
aspects of life.

1. Keep your options open: Especially at the beginning of
a relationship, it’s important not to put all your eggs in one
basket.  It may seem like the real thing, but it might be too
soon to tell.  Therefore, there is no harm in continuing to
see other people at beginning stages of dating.

2. Don’t be too available: If someone is too eager and willing
to drop everything for someone else, it can be a huge turnoff.
 Never go out of your way for someone who won’t do the same
for you.

3. Be up front about it: If you’re going to pursue seeing
multiple people at the same time, tell your partner from the
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beginning, and accept that they too can see other people.
 It’s not right if one side is completely committed while the
other is out on the town with someone different every night.
 If one party starts getting jealous, then maybe it’s time to
consider a committed relationship.

Whether you’re monogamous or dating multiple people, the key
is to never be too available.  Relationships succeed when both
people continue to have their own interests.


